


Delivery	 SEP	2024	
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giant 
poster

With 
lots of

stickers
and a

Atlas of World

TREASURESTREASURES

My

S0243

13	titles
210	x	297	mm

24	pages
poster	&	stickers

A fascinating mix of old world 
and new, these two continents 

are now home to treasures 
stemming not only from the 

indigenous communities, but also 
from the Europeans who have 
flocked there to discover them! 

One day in 2013, a 
Californian couple 
were walking their 
dog when they 
spotted a rusty 
can poking out of 
the ground. After a 
bit of digging, they 
unearthed eight cans 
containing 1,427 19th 
century gold coins - 
the most gold coins 
ever found!

Notorious outlaw 
Jesse James robbed 
banks, stagecoaches 
and trains across the 
Midwest in the late 
1800s. Legend has it 
that he buried much 
of his loot – including in 
Ontario, Canada, where 
he once fled. But 
this Canadian hoard 
remains a mystery.

Over the last century, 
hundreds of ancient 

mummies have been 
found in the Atacama 

Desert. The Chinchorro 
were an ancient fishing 
community who were 

mummifying and 
burying their dead 

2,000 years before 
the Egyptians! 

Climate change is 
causing the mummies 

to re-surface.

Hundreds of new plant 
and animal species are 
discovered each year 
in the world’s largest 

tropical rainforest. But 
this natural treasure 
trove contains many 

thousands more that, 
sadly, may die out 

before we even get to 
meet them...

This ‘unsinkable’ ship hit 
an iceberg and sank on 

15 April 1912, along with 
1,500 passengers and 

crew. The wreck was not 
found until 1985. Many 
precious items have 

been salvaged, including 
jewellery, china and the 
bandmaster’s violin. But 

much still lies at the 
bottom of the ocean.

This vintage 1713 violin 
was stolen from Polish 

musician Bronislaw 
Huberman’s dressing 

room during a concert 
in New York in 1936. 

50 years later, fellow 
violinist Julian Altman 

confessed to the theft 
on his deathbed, and 

the violin was recovered.
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(USA)

The 
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RMS Titanic
(North Atlantic)

Gibson 
Stradivarius

(USA)

Chinchorro 
mummies 

(Chile)

Amazon 
Rainforest  
(South America)

Jesse 
James’ gold 

(Canada)

Arizona’s legendary Lost Dutchman’s Gold Mine has never been found, but many people have died looking for it.

US archaeologist Hiram 
Bingham rediscovered 

Machu Picchu, Peru’s ‘lost 
city of the Incas’, in 1911.

The spectacular Naica 
Crystal Cave was 

discovered by Mexican 
miners in 2000. It was 

almost too hot to enter and 
now lies underwater.

$2500.00 Reward
for return in Good Condition

Stick

Queen Anne’s 
Revenge

(USA)

The Americas

Atlantic
Ocean

Hudson
Bay

Queen Anne’s 
Revenge 

Blackbeard’s ship, 
which ran aground 

off North Carolina in 
1817 and was found in 

1996 (USA)

Gibson 
Stradivarius

(USA)

RMS Titanic
(North Atlantic) 

Chinchorro 
mummies 

(Chile)

San José
A Spanish galleon sunk by 

the British in 1708 and located 
in 2015 packed full of gold, 
silver and precious stones 

(Colombia)
El Dorado

(Colombia) Amazon 
Rainforest
(South America)

The Concert by 
Johannes Vermeer 

This extremely valuable 
painting was stolen from a 
Boston museum in 1990 and 

never seen again (USA)

Confederate gold 
A large amount of gold 
that went missing in the 
southern states during 
the American Civil War 

(USA)

Saddle
Ridge Hoard   

found (USA)

Yagán 
An indigenous language 

of Tierra del Fuego 
whose last speaker 

died in 2022 (Chile)

Chacaltaya glacier 
A glacier near La Paz that 
disappeared in 2009 as a 
result of climate change 

(Bolivia)

Horridus
An almost-complete 
67-million-year-old 
Triceratops fossil 
found in Montana 

in 2014 (USA)
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El Dorado (Legend)

Colour it in!
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Jesse James’ gold 
(Ontario, Canada)

For centuries, 
European explorers 
searched for a city 
of gold high up in the 
Andes Mountains. This 
mythical place came 
to be known as ‘El 
Dorado’. The legend 
continues to this day, 
although no such city 
has ever been found.

In 2011, a salvaging 
company found a 
shipwreck containing 
16th century coins 
(Dominican Republic)

Prometheus
A bristlecone pine that, at 
almost 5,000 years old, 
was the world’s oldest 
tree when it was cut 

down in the 1960s (USA)

NORTH
AMERICA

SOUTH
AMERICA

   belong.       
where they

 Stick your stickers 

Pacific
Ocean

Atlas	series

•	Best-selling	concept
•	Poster	&	interactive	stickers
•	Short	and	to-the-point	information
•	Appealing	&	eye-catching	layout

Indian
Ocean

Pacific
Ocean

Atlantic
Ocean

Arctic Ocean

Southern 
Ocean

My Atlas 

of World

Treasures

RMS Titanic
(North Atlantic)

Amazon Rainforest
(South America)

Jesse James’ 
gold

(Canada)

Saddle
Ridge Hoard

(USA)

Horridus
(USA)

Gibson
Stradivarius

(USA)

Yagán
(Chile)

Chinchorro
mummies 

(Chile)

El Dorado
(Colombia)

Queen 
Anne’s

Revenge 
(USA)

Benin 
bronzes
(Nigeria)

Maqdala 
treasures

(Ethiopia)

SS Waratah
(South Africa)

Cullinan 
Diamond

(South Africa)

Dodo
(Madagascar)

Bizmoune Cave
jewellery
(Morocco)

Panagyurishte
treasure
(Bulgaria)

Mona Lisa
(France)

Amber Room
(Russia)

Silk road and
spice trade

Lucy’s fossil
(Ethiopia)

Fabergé
eggs
(Russia)

Khara-Khoto
(China)

Terracotta Army
 (China)

Sanxingdui 
Ruins 
treasures 
(China)

Queen of Asia
(Sri Lanka)

Buddhas of
Bamiyan

(Afghanistan)

Honjo
Masamune
sword
(Japan)

Awa Maru
(Japan)

Yuka 
mammoth 

carcass
(Russia)

Sree Padmanabhaswamy
temple (India)

Oldest
boomerang

(Australia)

Australotitan 
cooperensis

(Australia)

Pink and white
terraces

(New Zealand)

Trier Gold 
Hoard

(Germany)

NORTH 
AMERICA

SOUTH
AMERICA

AFRICA

EUROPE
ASIA

OCEANIA

Valley of
the Kings 
(Egypt)

Rosetta Stone
(Egypt)

Solomon Islands

Lost city of
Mahendraparvata

(Cambodia)

Chacaltaya 
glacier
(Bolivia) 

Moai
(Easter Island)

Stickers for 

the posterStickers for 

the poster

13	THEMES:



More	info	

“Oh no! How will we get past this fence?” cries Goldilocks.
“Over it or under it,” says Daddy Bear. “It’s up to you!”

Mummy Bear and Daddy Bear jump the fence like acrobats. 
Goldilocks and Baby Bear decide to crawl under it like 
snakes!

With a chuckle, her mother says,
“My love, the storm has passed! You’ll need to change again. 
The sky is blue, the sun is shining.”

“You’re going to be far too warm now – and your umbrella 
will scare the birds!”

... Hansel and Gretel come running up.
“Hello, you greedy things!”

“Our cottage is full of holes! We need your help. You’ve had 
the feast – now it’s time for some hard work!”

He simply calls over his shoulder:
“Hurry up, she’s waiting for us!”
And 1, 2, 3, 4 curious dwarfs are now following him, 
all wondering: “Who’s waiting for us?”

They cross the stream on a tree trunk that serves 
as a bridge.
The frogs are angry and jump up and down.
“Ribbit, ribbit, what a hubbub! We’re trying to nap here!”

•		Stories	with	imbedded	
educational	topics

•		Well-known	characters	from	
classic	fairy	tales	

•	New	style

Learn	about
Colours, Numbers, 
    Shapes  
& Opposites

P0162

4	titles		
200	x	200	mm

24	pages
Hard	cover

Delivery	 SEP	2024	
Material		 01/03/2024





S0218

1	title	
210	x	297	mm

16	pages	incl.	cover
Wipe-clean

Delivery		 MAY	2024	
Material		 01/12/2023

More	info	

My	First
Workbook

•	Best-seller	format	&	series
•	Wipe-clean	page	+	erasable	felt	pen	
•	Sweet	&	clear	illustrations

Sums

3	OTHER	THEMES:

Some 
more

to solve!

How many 
butterflies 

are there in 
the garden?

There are 
3 pears on the 

tree.

Draw 
5 tomatoes in 

the wheelbarrow.

Draw in 
1 more 

butterfly.

Draw in 
2 more pears.

2 tomatoes 
fall out. Wipe 
them away.

The centipede eats 
1 petal.

Wipe it away.

Draw 
4 petals on 
the flower.

How many petals 
does the flower 

have now?

How many 
butterflies 

are there now?

How many 
pears are there 

now?

How many 
tomatoes are left in 
the wheelbarrow?

3 butterflies

3 pears

5 tomatoes

4 petals

1 butterfly

2 pears

2 tomatoes

1 petal

4 butterflies

5 pears

3 tomatoes

3 petals

1 =+3
2 =+

2— =

1 =—4

A number 
party!

How many carrots are left if the rabbit eats 3?

Remember!
Use the 

wipe-clean pen 
to complete 
the activities!

Draw a flame 
on each of 

the 5 candles!

I love 
cupcakes!

How many cupcakes are left 
if the bear eats 2? How many 

glasses are 
there?

The mouse 
has 3 

balloons.

Draw in 
1 more 
glass. How many flames are still burning 

if the chick blows out 4 candles?

Draw in 
2 more 

balloons.

How many 
glasses are 
there now?

How many 
balloons are 
there now?

I love 
parties!

3  -  3   =  0

5  - .. . . . . . = .... . . .

. . . . . . . + 1  = .... . . . 5 - .... . . . = .... . . .

. . . . . . . + 2 = ..... . .



S0247

4	titles		
165	x	240	mm

64	pages

Delivery		MAY	2024	
Material		01/12/2023

Magical	
Learning	Pad

•	Learning	pads
•	Mixed	exercises
•	Clear	layout
•	Attractive	characters

Cross out the object that is drawn more 
than once. Colour in the large number 1’s.

Trace over the dotted lines and write the number 1 between the lines.

Place the drawings in order by 
writing the right number from 1 to 5, 

in the little circles. Then draw a lovely 
owl by following these steps.

Draw the waves by going over 
the dotted lines.

Trace over the dotted lines to write the letter U.

Join together the same objects 
open and closed. Circle the one left alone.

More	info	

S0248

4	titles		
210	x	297	mm

16	pages	+	stickers
Shaped

Delivery		MAY	2024	
Material		01/12/2023

•	Different	shaping	for	each	title
•	Increasing	level	of	difficulty	
•		3	activities:	colour,	stick	&	

sums
•	Colour	by	code

•	Learning	pads
•	Mixed	exercises
•	Clear	layout
•	Attractive	characters

by
Colour

Number





S0246

2	titles	
210	x	297	mm

16	pages		
+	2	spreads	stickers

Delivery		JUN	2024	
Material		18/12/2023

•	Popular	Mattel	licence
•	Fireman	Sam	has	a	new	look!
•	Clear	&	educational	layout
•	60+	stickers

2 stickers spreads

32

ONE TWO

1 2

Sam is a firefighter with the 
Pontypandy Fire Brigade.

Stick in your 
sticker of 1 police 
motorcyclist.

Colour in these 
2 firefighters.

Stick in your 
stickers of these 
2 police officers.

3

4

8

65

2

&
Learn  your Numbers

your Colours



More	info	

The young knights are looking for a path marked by a four-leaf clover. 
Fill in all the clovers with your prints to find the right one.

Mia and Malik are looking for fruit. Can you help them 
find some?

J0392

2	titles		
210	x	260	mm

48	pages
Pad

Delivery		SEP	2024	
Material		01/04/2024

A Story to Finish 
WITH YOUR FINGERS!

Lily and Lancelot, 
Knights in Training

A Story to Finish 
WITH YOUR FINGERS!

Mia and Malik, 
Explorers 
in Training

A	Story
to	Finish	with

your	Fingers!

•	Painting	palette
•	More	than	simple	painting
•	Interactive	stories
•	Follow	knights	or	explorers’	adventures!

6	Colours	
Painting	Set



J0391

4	titles	
210	x	297	mm

16	pages		
+	stickers

Delivery		MAY	2024	
Material		01/12/2023

•	Look	&	find
•	2	levels	of	difficulty
•		Cute	characters		

to	colour	in	&	stick
•		Detailed	illustrations		

to	colour	in

Cooking 
in the 

kitchen!

Look for these � friends among your STICKERS.
Next, find them in this picture and stick each sticker 
where it belongs.

Find these � friends in the picture and COLOUR THEM IN to match the examples 
shown. Finish colouring in the kitchen.

Back to 
school!

Look for these � friends among your STICKERS.
Next, find them in this picture and stick each sticker 
where it belongs.

Find these � friends in the picture and COLOUR THEM IN to match the examples 
shown. Finish colouring in the school.

Find
Friends!

your



More	info	

Puzzle
Papercraft

J0393

2	titles	
210	x	297	mm

12	craft	pages
+	4	pages	of	instructions

Delivery		MAY	2024	
Material		01/12/2023

•	Original	concept
•	Colour,	build	&	play!
•	6	puzzles	easy	to	assemble

PRE-FOLDED & PRECUT



More	info	

C0264

2	titles	
210	x	297	mm

32	pages	
+	stickers
Lenticular	stickers

Delivery		JUN	2024
Material		01/01/2024

•	Fun	Lenticular	3D	stickers
•	Engaging	&	comical	animals
•	Colouring	&	stickers

3D	lenticular	stickers

Phew, there’s a heatwave at the North Pole!Eating rice with chopsticks is harder than you think!

Art FunnyAnimals



C0263

2	titles		
163	x	231	mm

48	pages	PAD
+	moving	eyes

Delivery		MAY	2024	
Material		01/12/2023

1

2
3

4

5

6

7 8

9
10

11

13
12

1415

1617

18

Colour
Monsters& Fairies

•	Moving	eyes
•	Funny	illustrations
•		Dot-to-dot,		

link	the	numbers		
&	drawing

More	info	

K0169

4	titles		
140	x	140	mm

5	spreads		
+	cover
Tab	index

Delivery		SEP	2024
Material		01/04/2023

My	First
Numbers, Opposites

& Shapes

•	Tabs
•	First	learning
•	Attractive	small	size
•	Lovely	illustrations
•	Bestselling	concept	&	format

Colours,



More	info	

4 5

J0363

Delivery		JAN	2025	
Material		01/06/2024

J0362

Delivery		SEP	2024	
Material		01/04/2024

J0339

Delivery		SEP	2024	
Material		01/04/2024


